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A window of opportunity has opened for Latin America. Thanks to its changing demographics, the region has a chance to accelerate its development and attack one of its greatest socioeconomic ills: inequality. With the right policies, right now, there would be no tradeoff between development and equity in what has become the most unequal region in the world.

Most of Latin America stands at an opportune moment in its demographic transition. Fertility rates are falling and a large cohort of children is entering the workforce. With fewer children to care for and still relatively few old people to pay for, the present generation of Latin Americans is in a position to be a motor for economic growth and an agent for social change.

How long will this opportunity last? For the next two decades, most countries will enjoy a declining ratio of children to workers before a rising ratio of retired to active workers begins to represent a much heavier financial burden. This leaves two decades to accelerate the development process, put people to work, finance educational improvements and save for the future. If policies are enacted to further these goals, Latin America could open up its growth potential while it closes its income gap.

Clearly, economic growth and income redistribution are not new goals in Latin America. What is new is the demographic moment and the urgency to get the policies right or waste an historic opportunity. For this reason, we dedicated the 1998-1999 edition of Economic and Social Progress in Latin America to the study of inequality. With a better understanding of the problem, better policy responses are possible.

We begin by measuring the magnitude of the problem. How skewed is income distribution in Latin America? How does it vary within and across countries? We then paint a portrait of Latin America's rich and poor. Who are they? What are their families like? How do they make decisions about whether to go to school or to work, or to have children? With this description of individuals and families along the income spectrum, we ask why Latin America is the most unequal region in the world. We uncover a complicated, multidimensional story that attributes the region's poor income distribution to a complex set of factors ranging from Latin America's stage of development to its natural endowments and geography. Latin America's inequality has less to do with political exclusion—as populist diatribe would have us believe—and more to do with where these countries are placed on the map, what resources they have, and how far they are along the development time line.

Armed with this information, we look at what can be done to improve income distribution. There are a variety of policy options available to promote both development and equity and capitalize on this period of favorable demographics: labor law reforms to welcome new entrants to the workforce; improvements in public services to free up more women for gainful employment; fully-funded pension systems to generate savings; collateral, group lending and other mechanisms to deepen the credit market and make capital available to previously excluded groups; decentralized school systems to improve the quality of education; and direct subsidies for school supplies and food to keep low-income children in school. All of these policies would not only help economies grow, but allow more and more people to benefit from that growth.

In this report, we have tried to face up to the inequality that has long plagued Latin America, understand its causes, and offer policies that will make a difference. In doing so, our research and findings speak to a number of audiences: to the institutions both within and outside the region whose priorities include promoting social development and reducing poverty; to Latin American governments, fearful of the political consequences of socioeconomic stratification; to the region's policymakers, ready to translate years of good intentions into measurable results; and to the millions of Latin Americans who are anxious to share in the region's development.

Ricardo Hausmann
Chief Economist
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